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This scene in the movie Anger Management has infuriated me since the first time my cousin Maggie and

I watched it. A simple, open-ended question - who are you?

How do you even begin to answer that? Adam Sandler attempts a few times, each followed with Jack

Nicholson's, "no no no, who ARE you?" I can feel the growing frustration right along with him until he

snaps. I've only just learned that the point of that scene was to test Sandler's rage boundaries. He was

intentionally trying to make him snap. 

Years later, it still leaves me wondering, how does one define themselves? What is a sense of self and

how do I know if I have achieved it?

There are multiple answers. What do I do - career, hobbies, etc. What is my personality? How would I

describe myself in adjectives? What are the labels I give myself? How limiting are those labels? And also

how freeing are the right labels? What if there isn't a label that feels right? More questions out of

answers. We are complex. We are imperfect.

Those who have a sense of self don't realize what it is like not to have it. For me, it feels like I'm

constantly asking or trying to figure out everyone else's wants and needs. That's called hypervigilance

(often mislabeled by my peers as simply overthinking). Why? One, it keeps the peace. Two, I hope that if

I can be interested and active in other's wants and needs, they will do the same for me. Third, because I

can adapt. A lot of us do this. Not all of us are people pleasers to a pathological extent - that is one

way we can lose our sense of self. Being adaptable is an important life skill, but taken too far can be

detrimental to our health.

So what do I want? How do I discern what it is that I want versus what would make the people around

me the most comfortable? You have to know yourself to know what you want. You also have to know

yourself to know what you DON'T want. 

How do we get there? It is more than just being able to describe yourself, although language can be

important and powerful. But before language, there must be an establishment of nonverbal

communication with yourself. We are organisms that respond to stimuli and are conditioned by stimuli. It

is crucial to have an awareness of both the stimuli and our physical and emotional reactions to stimuli.

Knowing yourself is being able to listen to yourself. Many of us who have experienced trauma or adverse

experiences have become disconnected to ourselves on many levels because it kept us safe. It helped

us survive. It was a reaction to unpleasant and overwhelming stimuli.

What is my body telling me? Am I hungry? Is my chest tight? Is there pain anywhere? Tension? What

emotions am I feeling? Am I overstimulated and need a break? Am I aware of my needs and wants and

boundaries and can I communicate them well enough to maintain meaningful relationships? To be able

to do that you must be able to sit and listen to yourself. Which I used to despise. Alone time. Sitting at a

desk all day alone with my thoughts.

ok but who are you?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MV4zHRnIUpU


ok but who are you?
Now it is an honor to be able to connect with myself. To be able to recognize and have the self

confidence to know that something is not working for me. And to also have the grace and maturity not

to demonize those things that don't work for me. To still see the humanity in other people even when you

disagree. It is incredible and empowering. It takes time and work and will continue to take time and

work.

My therapist called me an information collector. I'm a huge fan of that label. My high school swimming

coach, Kent McDonald told me I was a renaissance woman. I like that label too. These were labels that

were given to me. But what do I think of myself? I am a helper (now a helper with boundaries). I am a

teacher. An explorer. A romantic. A friend. A human. I can be healthy versions of all these things. I am

settling in to this authentic and capable version of me.  I am responsible enough to be a little

irresponsible at times. I am learning what is important to me.

I am Miranda.



texts to myself: april 2021

Trauma is part of life. It is important to learn the tools to handle trauma.

It's barely raining. You can't hear it. Just wet and cold.

I'm receding

Here I continue grieving

I feel like I can't ask for help because I will owe that person. I'm indebted to them if not in

physical labor then in emotional labor

Midnight melancholy

Flashback to swimming pools and grocery aisles

There's a lot going on and I have a lot of feelings about it

Choosing to be decisive

Moment of magic motorcyclists giving each other a low peace sign

April 17, 2021

April 23, 2021

April 25, 2021

April 26, 2021

CLICKFORMUSIC

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/71n4AmX5J8jZr2n1mjIg6V?si=b8859f15125e446a
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/71n4AmX5J8jZr2n1mjIg6V?si=b8859f15125e446a
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/71n4AmX5J8jZr2n1mjIg6V?si=b8859f15125e446a


RECIPES FOR DEPRESSION



lethargy

anorexia (not eating/drinking)

vomiting

diarrhea - often bloody and profuse

extreme abdominal pain

Canine parvovirus is a very serious and very preventable gastrointestinal disease often seen in

puppies but can also be contracted by adult dogs. It lives EVERYWHERE and is transmitted through

the fecal/oral route. This does not mean your pup has to eat poop to get parvovirus. It means that

the virus lives in the dirt and a puppy can become ill cleaning itself or its paws.

THERE IS A VACCINE. If you take anything away from this - know that your dog should be

vaccinated for parvovirus. Known as the DHPP vaccine, it also includes protection against canine

distemper, canine adenovirus (1 and 2), and canine parainfluenza. Some clinics may also have

leptospirosis included as well (DHLPP). It is recommended that puppies receive a vaccine every 2-4

weeks until they are 16 weeks old. After this initial series, it should be boostered at one year and

either every year or every three years following. Environmental precautions should also be taken

with puppies until they have completed these first shots. This means no dog parks, pet stores,

playdates, etc.

Symptoms

The infection starts in the lymph nodes, spreads into the bloodstream, and soon infects the bone

marrow and intestinal cells. Once in the bone marrow, the virus greatly reduces the number of

white blood cells and the pet's own defense against the virus. In the intestines it destroys the lining

of the intestines therefore preventing nutrient absorption and also allowing digestive bacteria to

enter the bloodstream. Serious complications can occur. Parvovirus is more than just an upset

stomach.

Early medical intervention and hospitalization are crucial for recovery. Treatment is expensive,

often intensive, and can still result in death. Prevention with vaccines and environmental

restrictions is essential. 

After 2+ years working in the veterinary field I have accumulated some not so common knowledge

and insights into animal health. Complete and total disclaimer I am not a registered or licensed

veterinary professional so please do not take this as official medical advice. I am limited to my

experiences. 

MEDICINE IS NOT MAGIC
parvovirus



CONVERSATIONS FROM THERAPY
reparenting and agency

Reparenting. A popular phrase in social media psychology. I wonder how the emphases of popular

psychology (even those distributed by registered therapists and psychiatrists) compare with the emphases

taught in psychology programs across the country. Both have bias. How can I collect all the information so

I can have a full picture? That’s a deeper thought for a deeper time.

It is a phrase often used for folks who are healing from trauma. What helped us survive previously may not

help us survive in the future. Those pathways and conditioned reactions form in the emotional brain - a

place we have little control over if the rational part of our brain becomes overwhelmed. 

Reparenting involves exploring agency. Bessel Van der Kolk, author of The Body Keeps the Score, defines

agency as, “the technical term for the feeling of being in charge of your life: knowing where you stand,

knowing that you have a say in what happens to you, knowing that you have some ability to shape your

circumstances.” It sounds very simple in words, but in life, in feelings, in reactions it is much more complex. 

I’m not a huge fan of the term itself - because not everyone who is reparenting suffered from the hands

of their parents. The world is always changing and it is different now than it was twenty years ago. I’ve

had a lot of opportunities that my mom and her parents before me never had, largely thanks to those

same people. I’m learning to navigate a realm that is my own and it can be hard not to get lost in certain

places that are completely unfamiliar. 

I am parenting myself by nurturing myself. By being both gentle to myself when I need emotional support

and also challenging myself to eat vegetables and drink tea instead of alcohol when I am alone. It is

both. I am parenting myself by learning what my boundaries are and how to communicate when they’ve

been crossed. The foundation of these tasks starts with developing my own agency and my own sense of

self. 

Young Miranda did not have a lot of agency. Recently, I found a journal that I kept when I was seven

years old. One day she wrote, "this is a rotten day I wish I were never alive." At seven years old. She just

wanted to be loud and loved and experience the world. But she couldn’t always be those things, she

often couldn’t be those things. So she adapted. She found the things she liked well enough that made the

people around her happy and she shut her mouth. 

I have now seen myself with my inner child. I'm sitting on the stairs with her at her second birthday party,

with my arm around her. I tell her that there is a time and a place to be obnoxious, and that doesn't mean

I have to turn that part of myself off completely. I tell her it's okay to be upset and confused and that the

feelings will pass. 

So we are exploring agency. We are listening to our body. We are building a community of people (and

animals) we love and trust. We are healing.
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